Travelling Bridge Machining Centre
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UNISIGN The economical solution

to flexible manufacturing!

Since the introduction of the first UNIPORT travelling bridge machining centre, UNISIGN has
established its name as a world leading manufacturer of portal and gantry style machining
centres. Flexibility, speed, power, precision, reliability and serviceability are the key features
of this new design UNIPORT 7000. The large working envelope allows for multi‑sided machi‑
ning of large and voluminous components.
UNIPORT 7000 is the successor of the proven UNIPORT 7 machine. The gantry configuration with
travelling bridge and stationary table makes the UNIPORT 7000 a highly flexible machining platform
with applications in many areas of the manufacturing industry. A wide selection of accessories allows the machine to be fully adapted to almost any manufacturing task.
The UNIPORT 7000 incorporates an innovative machine design with a “box-in-box” construction for
the symmetrical portal bridge. The moving ram is quadruple guided inside the Y-axis slide which in
turn is guided on either side in between the closed design double beam construction of the portal
bridge. In combination with the improved X-axis drive system, this ensures extreme rigidity and very
stable and accurate production processes.
The milling and drilling spindle is configured as a cartridge type spindle that is integrated in the lower
end of the spindle carrier. The spindle drive unit consists of a water cooled main drive motor with
automatic shifting two-stage gearbox that is installed in the upper end of the spindle carrier. The
drive unit is connected to the spindle via a central drive shaft.
The powerful spindle offers 36 kW, 1.350 Nm and 4.000 min -1. Optional is a spindle with increased
capability offering 42 kW, 1.600 Nm and 6.000 min -1.
For flexible multi-sided machining, the UNIPORT 7000 offers a variety of standard or customer
specific machining heads. These machining heads are stored in a pickup station wich is integrated
in the moving bridge for very quick changeover of machining heads.
For horizontal machining operations, the UNISIGN right angle milling and drilling head is available.
This right angle head offers the same power and torque as the vertical main spindle and can be
positioned in 72x5° increments (2,5° and 1° increments are optional). For even more flexibility, the
UNISIGN universal angular head is available which allows the tool to be positioned in 5° increments
(optional 2,5° or 1°) via the B- and C-axis.
The chain type tool magazine offers space to 48 tools with HSK 100 interface (ISO50 optional). The
number of tool pockets available can be increased with one or two additional tool storages offering,
depending on the machine’s width, a maximum of 282 tool pockets. The automatic tool change into
the vertical spindle, the right angle head or any other machining head always takes place from two
designated tool pockets. A pick‑and‑place unit pre-selects the next required tool and positions it into
the proper tool pocket for fastest tool change times. Tools are loaded into the tool magazine via a
tool loading bay at the side of the machine.
The large X-axis enables pendulum machining allowing loading in one zone while machining in the
other. Large and heavy components are clamped directly onto the stationary clamping table. The
clamping table is close to floor level, offering comfortable access for easiest loading and unloading.
The concept of a stationary clamping table with travelling bridge reduces the required floor space
to an absolute minimum.
The UNIPORT 7000 is also available in alternate configurations. The machine can be equipped with
a carousel turning station for combined milling, drilling and turning operations. UNISIGN can also
supply a moving gantry machine with raised guide ways and for complex shapes, a machine in
5-axes configuration is available.
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STANDARD CONFIGURATION
- Gantry style CNC machining centre with travelling
bridge and stationary clamping table

main drive, gearbox, spindle bearings and spindle carrier
- Heat exchanger, water-to-air, mounted on the

- Work area:

electrical cabinet

X-axis 4.000 to 18.000+ mm

- Hydraulic counter weight for the spindle carrier

Y-axis 2.500 to 5.000 mm

- Covers for X- and Y-axis

Z-axis 1.250 or 1.600 mm

- Integrated chip conveyor

- Water cooled main spindle motor 36 kW,
1.350 Nm, 4.000 min

- Coolant collecting tank with coolant feed pump
70 l/min at 4 bar
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- Two-stage gearbox, automatically shifting

- Automatic central lubrication with function control

- Digital AC servo drives in all axes

- Machine painting in RAL 7035/7024 light grey /

- High accuracy linear guides on all axes

medium grey

- Chain type tool magazine with 48 pockets for
automatic tool change

- SIEMENS Sinumerik 840D Control
- TFT 15” colour monitor

- Taper size HSK 100 (per DIN 69893, Form A)

- Tool management system

- Taper cleaning by compressed air

- User interface under MS-Windows

- Tool change time of 10 seconds

- Remote access

- Closed loop cooling system with heat exchanger for

- Ethernet connection

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
- Increased vertical clearance to 1.750 or 2.000 mm

- Pendulum machining software

- Main spindle 42 kW, 1.600 Nm, 6.000 min -1

- Tool length and diameter measuring with laser system

- Tooling system ISO50 per DIN 69871/72, Form A

- Tool monitoring system

- Tool storage extension with one or two additional

- Radio wave measuring probe

magazines up to maximum 282 pockets

- Splash curtains with motorized height setting

- Right angle milling and drilling head 4.000 or 6.000 min-1
with C-axis positioning in 5°, 2,5° or 1° increments
- Universal milling and drilling head 4.000 min with
-1

- Control panel movable in X-axis
- Handheld pulse generator with electronic hand wheel

combined B- and C-axis positioning in 5°, 2,5° or

- Heidenhain iTNC 530 control

1° increments

- Carousel turning station integrated in machine frame up

- High pressure through the spindle coolant supply
- Direct position feedback with linear scales in X-, Yand Z-axis
- One large working area or two individual working
zones (‘Pendulum Machining’)
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- Work area vision system with separate video display

to 95 kW, 120.000 Nm and swing circle ø 4.450 mm
- UNIPORT 7000-HV: 5-axes configuration with 63 kW,
15.000 min -1 and 300 Nm
- UNIPORT 7000-OG: Gantry machine with raised
guideways

Right angle milling and drilling head

Carousel turning station

Work area vision system
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Work Area
X-axis, longitudinal travel

mm

4.000 - 18.000+

Y-axis, cross travel

mm

2.500 - 5.000

Z-axis, height travel

mm

1.250 - 1.600

Clearance between the columns

mm

2.000 - 4.500

Clearance under the cross rail

mm

1.500 - 2.000

Distance spindle nose to table top

mm

250 - 1.500

- option

mm

500 - 1.750

- option

mm

150 - 1.750

- option

mm

400 - 2.000

- length

mm

4.250 - 20.000+

- width

mm

1.670 - 4.170

(S6-60%)

kW

36 / 42

(S1-100%)

kW

Clamping table

Milling and Drilling Spindle
Main drive motor

28 / 37

Spindle speed

min -1

4.000 / 6.000

Maximum available spindle torque

Nm

1.350 / 1.600

Main spindle bearing diameter

mm ø

100

Tool System
Chain type rotary tool magazine located at the column
Taper size DIN 69893

-

Number of pockets

-

- option (1)

-

- option (2)

-

Maximum tool size

HSK 100-A
48
+77/+85/+93/+101/+109/+117
+154/+170/+186/+202/+218/+234

- with loaded adjacent pockets

mm ø

150

- with empty adjacent pockets

mm ø

200

- depending on shape

mm

350x100

Maximum tool length

mm

500

Maximum tool weight

kg

25

Tool change time

sec.
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Axis Drive and Feed System
Digital AC‑Servo drives
Rapid traverse

X-, Y- and Z-axis mm/min

40.000

Feed rate

X-, Y- and Z-axis mm/min

5 - 40.000

Feed pressure

X-axis

N

50.000

Feed pressure

Y-axis

N

30.000

Drilling pressure

Z-axis

N

24.000

Capacity in C45
Milling

cm3/min

Drilling

mm ø

Tapping

-

1.200
130
M 55

Various
Power supply
Electrical cabinet

kVA

80
400 V / 3 ph / 50 Hz

We reserve the right to change technical specifications without prior notice.
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The UNISIGN range of standard products, UNIVERS, UNIPENT,
UNIPRO, UNIPORT and UNICOM, are ideally suited for almost
any machining task due to their flexibility. All configurations
guarantee high productivity combined with competitive prices.
The machining centres are developed and built by Unisign and
supported by our well trained service technicians for fast and reliable service, direct from Unisign.
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More information? Please contact us:

